NEWCOMER, NEW ACCOMODATION ?
FOR A GOOD MANAGEMENT OF MY WASTE
INCENTIVE CHARGING PRINCIPLE
The public waste collection and treatment service is funded by the incentive charging. Each user pays according to their collection
method and their consumption, the amount of waste they produce.

Collective bins for
household waste

The invoice is distributed
on the charges by the
condominium manager.

Household waste individual bin or proximity
containers with badge access
(find your closest proximity container on:
www.monservicedechets.com)

individual invoice

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
I declare myself to the waste management service. Otherwise, I’ll be invoice for a lump sum.

I am moving in: I report it as soon as
possible, even if I stay on the same city.
The waste collection and treatment
service will open the account with
my new address, check and active the
equipment (bin and / or badges) for the
next collections.

The bin and / or the two badges remain
in the accommodation that I am
leaving.

I leave the badges on the bunch of keys of the accommodation, and mention
them in the inventory.

For all procedures and requests :
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The
must

I am moving : I report it quickly, by giving
the supporting documents to close my
acount. I will receive the last invoice to
my new address.

ONE WASTE, ONE COLLECTION, ONE SECTOR
I TAKE THE RIGHT ACTIONS
Collections and services are organized so that each waste goes to a suitable recycling and treatment sector.
I follow sorting instructions, I reduce my household waste and protect the environment.
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Household waste
are collected in invidual bins
in collective bins 2 ,
or proximity containers 3
with badge access.

1

,

Bulky waste, DIY, garden, chemical products
and large cardboard boxes are collected in
recycling centers.

3

Paper, cardboard, glass, plastic bottles and
metal packaging
are collected in collective bins 1 ,
in air 2 or (half) buried proximity containers 3 .

I bring my badge when I go to the recycling
center: this is necessary to get in. This badge
willalso allow me to drop off my household
wasteif my accommodation is attached to a
proximity container.

Pays de Gex agglo helps you for the recycling of your food waste :
Is your residence equipped with collective composters ?
If not, you can ask Pays de Gex agglo for a worm composting bin.
If you have an individual garden, you can also ask for a composter
on www.monservicedechets.com.
If I have items that I no longer use but still
in good condition, I can give them to the
ressourcerie located in Ornex.

RESPECT THE RULES IS ALSO CLEANLINESS
I respect collection areas: I do not put bags on the ground, neither bulky items or cardboad large boxes.
I do not put bags, bulky items
or cardboard large boxes beside
the containers ; Such a deposit is
punishable by a fine and cleaning
costs.
Controls are carried out
by sworn agents.

!

An overfilled bin with
bags beside is counted
twice at the collection
is counted twice at the
collection.

For more information on the collections, on
recycling and to see where is the closest recycling
center located

I take out my bin
the day before
the collection.

